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#NANCY: CRICKEEET!
#NANCY: CRICKEEET!
#NANCY: CRICKEEET!
#LIFEGUARD: It pains me to do this you beautiful creature. But eating people is the number one beach crime
#LIFEGUARD: It pains me to do this you beautiful creature. But eating people is the number one beach crime
#LIFEGUARD: It pains me to do this you beautiful creature. But eating people is the number one beach crime
#LIFEGUARD: It pains me to do this you beautiful creature. But eating people is the number one beach crime.
LIFEGUARD: Oh!
#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
Scene 151.4

Panel 5

Dialog

#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
#LIFEGUARD: Sorry ma'am but I'm gonna have to put you in beach jail for that one!
Scene 154

Panel 1

Dialog

#NANCY: Listen! That shark is a little boy! He's my son!
#NANCY: Listen! That shark is a little boy! He's my son!
#LIFEGUARD: And he's also my brother!
Scene 155

Panel 2

Dialog

#LIFEGUARD: And he's also my brother!
#LIFEGUARD: The ocean unites us all!
#LIFEGUARD: The ocean unites us all!
#LIFEGUARD: Ah well, all's said and good.
#LIFEGUARD: I'm a bitteh shot with this anyway!
Scene 155.3
Panel 1

Dialog

#NANCY: Wait, don't!
#NANCY: Wait, don't!
#NANCY: Wait, don't!
Dialog

#NANCY: Wait, don't!
#NANCY: Wait, don't!
#NANCY: Wait, don't!
Dialog

#NANCY: <gasp>
#GRAMMA: You messed with the wrong Gramma.
#GRAMMA: You messed with the wrong Gramma.
#GRAMMA: You messed with the wrong Gramma.
#GRAMMA: You messed with the wrong Gramma.
#GRAMMA: You messed with the wrong Gramma.
#GRAMMA: FOR I AM THE BIRD QUEEEEN
#GRAMMA: FOR I AM THE BIRD QUEEEEEN
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can't swiiiiiiiim
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can’t swiiiiiiim
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can't swiiiiiiiim
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can't swiiiiiiim
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can't swiiiiiiim
#LIFEGUARD: Wait I can't swiiiiiiiim